
Paris Bennett, Daddy
VERSE: Every since I was a little girl I wanted you more than diamonds and even pearls one man that I can count on in all the wrrld no matter what goes does he's there for me someone I can cling to I never seen you mommie said dont get your hopes up but I need you now I'm in my teens maybe I think mommie was rite was it all just a pipe dream
why am I still hoping and I'm still wishing why am I so open I should forge thime why is it affecting me I dont respect men because of him will ever I love again

CHORUS: Was it just too much to ask to trust a a man to take care of what he says he loves was I asking for much when I told you I I I wantedd to to be close to you I I I wsanted to have the kinda realtionship a girl dreams of just tell me was I asking for a little too much when I told you I I I wanted to you let you hold  me I I I wanted to be a baby was it so crazy to want that did I screw up asking for just too much have a daddy (repeat 7x) 

VERSE: What I wasnt cute enough was it my crying was it the way I laugh was it the timing did it cost too much for the diapers and formula to be there for me what made you reject me and stop trying how could you forget me tell me what I did to never go for ice cream or have you pushing my swing now I'm grown and you're still not there for me

CHORUS: Was it just too much to ask to trust a a man to take care of what he says he loves was I asking for much when I told you I I I wanted to be close to you I I I wanted to have the kinda realtionship a girl dreams of just tell me was I asking for a little too much when I told you I I I wanted to you let you hold  me I I I wanted to be a baby was it so crazy to want that did I screw up asking for just too much have a daddy 

OUTRO: In spite of the pain felt just couldnt blame myself it was a choice you had to be or not to be my daaaaad I forgive you you're forgiven you're forgiven (repeat )
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